1  Who is the:
tallest? ___________________ fattest? ___________________ ugliest? _________________
shortest? ___________________ thinnest? ___________________ oldest? _________________

2  Match the cowboys with these descriptions.

very fat ___________ very short ___________
fat ___________ short ___________
very young ___________ quite short ___________
very thin ___________ quite tall ___________
thin ___________ tall ___________

3  Answer the questions with a complete sentence.

1  Who is shorter than Joe-bob? ___________
Big nose-bob is shorter than Joe-bob.
2  Who is taller than Big nose-bob? ___________
3  Who is taller than Silent-bob? ___________
4  Who is thinner than Jim-bob? ___________
5  Who is fatter than Bob-bob? ___________
6  Who is uglier than Jim-bob? ___________